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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: PEPTIDE BOND
●Free amino acids can be linked together via __________ bonds.
□ Peptide Bonds: the ________ covalent linkages between amino acids in a polypeptide chain.
□ Total # of peptide bonds is ____ less than the total # of amino acids in a chain.
●Peptide bonds form via endergonic ________________ synthesis reactions.
□ Molecule is dehydrated by losing _______ during peptide bond formation.
□ Hydrolysis: the ___________ exergonic reaction that cleaves a peptide bond.
EXAMPLE: Peptide Bond Formation & Breakdown. Circle the α-carbons (Cα).
___________
_

_____________ Synthesis

Peptide Bond
___________

Peptide Bond
___________

PRACTICE: Considering that peptide bond hydrolysis is exergonic, how is the stability of a peptide bond accounted for?
a) Despite the thermodynamic favorability of hydrolysis, peptide bond formation is more favorable.
b) The numerous peptide bonds in a typical protein synergistically make hydrolysis unfavorable.
c) Peptide bonds are only stable and avoid hydrolysis in cellular environments.
d) Though peptide bond hydrolysis is thermodynamically favorable, there is a high energy of activation.
PRACTICE: Highlight the peptide bonds in the figure below & circle all the α-carbons. How many peptide bonds are there?

a) 3

b) 4

c) 5

d) 6
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: PEPTIDE BOND
PRACTICE: Which of the following best represents the backbone atom arrangement of two peptide bonds?
a) Cα----N----Cα----C----Cα----N----Cα----C.
b) Cα----N----C----C----N----Cα.
c) C----N----Cα----Cα----C----N.
d) Cα----C----N----Cα----C----N.
e) Cα----Cα----C----N----Cα----Cα----C.

PRACTICE: Circle all the peptide bonds in the tripeptide structure below?
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: PRIMARY STRUCTURE OF PROTEIN
●Recall: free amino acids can be covalently linked in a chain by __________ bonds to create a polypeptide.
□ Amino acid ___________: amino acids that are linked in a polypeptide chain.
●Primary protein structure: both the composition & ___________ of amino acid residues in a chain.
□ Composition: the ___________ & _______ of amino acids present.
□ Sequence: the particular ________ of amino acid residues from the ___-terminal to the ___-terminal end.
EXAMPLE: Primary protein structure = Composition + Sequence.

PRACTICE: Which statement regarding primary protein structure is false?
a) Amide linkages covalently keep amino acid residues in their particular order.
b) Protein composition entails both the quantity and types of amino acids, but not the order.
c) Amino acid sequences are always considered from N-terminal to C-terminal residues.
d) Each amino acid residue contains both a free/ionizable amino & carboxyl group.
Importance of Primary Protein Structure
●Primary protein structure: defines a protein, its _______ & ___________.
□ __________ all other levels of structure (secondary, tertiary & quaternary).
EXAMPLE: Impact of Primary Protein Structure.
Amino acids

β-strand

β-pleated
sheets

α-helix

___-terminal

α-helices

C-terminal
_________ Protein Structure:
Types, quantity & order of
amino acids.

Protein
Function

Secondary Protein Structure:
α-helices or β-sheets.

Tertiary Protein Structure:
Overall 3D shape.

Quaternary Protein
Structure: multiple amino
acid chains.

PRACTICE: A new drug cleaves some amide linkages in a polypeptide chain. Which level of structure is directly affected?
a) Primary protein structure.

b) Secondary protein structure.

c) Tertiary protein structure.

d) Quaternary protein structure.
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: PRIMARY STRUCTURE OF PROTEIN
PRACTICE: Fill in the blanks with the primary sequence of the peptide. Use the 1-letter codes. Circle all the α-carbons.
___-___-___-___
+

+

PRACTICE: A) Fill in the blanks with the primary protein structure of the following peptide. Circle all the α-carbons.
_______-_______-_______-_______-_______

3

+

B) The above peptide is an effective buffer at pH 10. Which amino acid residue is responsible for that?
________________
PRACTICE: Identify the primary level of structure for the following peptide, which is an inhibitor of the Angiotensin I
Converting Enzyme (ACE I) and a regulator of blood pressure and hypertension. Circle all the α-carbons.
___-___-___-___-___-___-___-___-___

+
3

2

+
2

+
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: ALTERING PRIMARY PROTEIN STRUCTURE
●Recall: Primary protein structure can be _______ by changing either amino acid: 1) composition

or

2) sequence.

□ Just a _________ amino acid change could cause a protein to lose its shape & function.

PRACTICE: True or false: The following proteins with identical composition are certain to have the same shape/function.
Protein #1: L-G-T-V-R-D
a) True.

Protein # 2: D-R-V-T-G-L
b) False.

Substituting Amino Acids
●If the substitute amino acid has similar properties to the original, it is _______ likely to cause a drastic change.
EXAMPLE: Which amino acid substitute is least likely to impact the protein’s shape/function if substituted with Val?

a) Asp

b) Glu

c) Ile

d) His

PRACTICE: Which amino acid is least likely to alter protein shape/function if substituted with an Arg residue?

a) Lys

b) Tyr

c) Asn

d) Ala

PRACTICE: Patients with sickle-cell anemia disease have a point mutation leading to a single amino acid substitution in
the hemoglobin protein, causing it to alter its shape/function. Which amino acid substitution most likely causes the disease?
Hemoglobin

a) Ser to Thr

b) Arg to Lys

c) Val to Leu

d) Glu to Val
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: DRAWING A PEPTIDE
●The structure of a peptide can be drawn simply from its ___________ protein structure.
□ There are ____ easy steps to draw a protein.
Step #1
●1st step to drawing a peptide: draw the ___________ & identify ___-carbons.
□ Backbone consists of repeated ___-___-___ bonds for each residue.
□ Only first & last residues have free __________ amino or carboxyl groups respectively in the backbone.
EXAMPLE: Step #1 of Drawing a Peptide: Draw Backbone & identify α-carbons.

Step #2
●2nd step: fill-in ____________ groups & consider amino acid ____________.
□ Recall: life almost exclusively uses ____-amino acids.
□ R-group down = __________; R-group ____ = wedged.
EXAMPLE: Step #2: Draw C=O groups & consider chirality.

Step #3
●3rd step: fill-in remaining _______________ on Nitrogen atoms & draw in the ___-groups for each amino acid residue.
EXAMPLE: Step #3: Draw in the R-groups for the peptide A-V-L.
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: DRAWING A PEPTIDE
PRACTICE: Draw the following peptide given its primary protein structure: D-R-A-W.

PRACTICE: Strive for greatness and draw the chemical structure of the following peptide: S-T-R-I-V-E.

PRACTICE: Aim high and draw the following peptide: A-I-M-H-I-G-H.

PRACTICE: Be a boss & draw the chemical structure of the following peptide: P-C-Y-N-F-Q-K.
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: DETERMINING NET CHARGE OF A PEPTIDE
●Net charge of a protein: dictated by net charges of all ____________ groups.
□ Recall: compare each pKa to the solution _____ to determine ionization.
□ Only first & last amino acid residues in a chain have _______ α-amino or α-carboxyl groups.
●Net charge of a known polypeptide chain can only be estimated because of the unique ___________________ effect.
□ Microenvironment: immediate _________ surrounding an atom or molecule.
□ Affects the polarity & can shift ____ values of amino acid residues by several units, which affects the net charge.
□ Be sure to use pKa values for amino acid __________, not pKa’s for free amino acids.
EXAMPLE: Estimate the net charge of the peptide at physiological pH (7.4). Arg-His-Asp-Gln.
a) -1
b) 0
c) +1
d) +2
PRACTICE: What is the net charge if you drop the peptide above into bleach (pH 12)?
a) -1
b) 0
c) +1
d) +2
PRACTICE: Answer the following questions (A, B & C) relating to the 4 tripeptides.
i) Tyr-Lys-Met

ii) Asp-Trp-Tyr

iii) Asp-His-Glu

iv) Leu-Val-Phe

A) Which tripeptide is most negatively charged at pH = 7? _________
B) Which tripeptide contains the largest number of nonpolar R groups? __________
C) Which tripeptide contains sulfur? ____________
PRACTICE: Estimate the net charge for a His-His-His-His peptide at pH 6 (His pKR = 6).
a) -1

b) 0

c) +1

d) +2

e) +4
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: DETERMINING NET CHARGE OF A PEPTIDE
PRACTICE: Estimate the net charge for the following peptide at pH 7: ATLDAK.
a)-1

b) 0

c) +1

d) +2

PRACTICE: A) Draw the predominant structure of the following peptide at pH 9: Asn-Arg-Cys. What is its net charge?
(Asn pKa1 = 8.8, Arg pKR = 12.48, Cys pKa2 = 1.96, Cys pKR = 8.18).

B) What is the net charge of the same peptide if the pH is lowered to pH = 2? Draw the newly ionized peptide.

C) Within what pH range would the net charge on the peptide above be approximately +1?
pH: ______________
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: ISOELECTRIC POINT OF A PEPTIDE
●Recall: pI is always the midpoint between the _____ pK’s for the _____ ionizations involving the neutral species.
□ pI of a peptide can only be ________________ because of the unique microenvironment.
□ True pI values for peptides must be _________________ determined.
□ Recall: Be sure to use pKa values for amino acid __________, not pKa’s for free amino acids.
●For pI of a peptide, follow similar steps for calculating pI of amino acids with ionizable R-groups.

EXAMPLE: Estimate the isoelectric point for the following peptide: D-G-E.
a) 3.7
b) 4.5
c) 6.2
d) 11.9
PRACTICE: Estimate the isoelectric point of the following dipeptide in the figure.
a) 4.75
b) 7
c) 9.5
d) 10.5
PRACTICE: Calculate the approximate pI of the peptide: C-G-E-K.
a) 3.08

b) 5.71

c) 6.05

d) 9.63

PRACTICE: Draw in the R-groups for the following peptide & calculate the pI: ATLDAG.
a) 7.41
b) 6.9
c) 9.25
d) 3.7
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: APPROXIMATING PROTEIN MASS
●Each amino acid has a unique ______ (except for Leu & Ile).
□ Calculating the _______ mass of a protein can be cumbersome.
●Mass of a protein can be easily ______________ with only the total number of amino acid residues.
1) Average molecular weight (MW or Mr) of the 20 free α-amino acids (~_______ grams/mole).
2) _____ is lost with the formation of each peptide bond to link an amino acid (H2O MW = _____ g/mole).
□ Makes average MW of amino acid residues ________ g/mole.

EXAMPLE: Determine the approximate MW of a protein containing 200 amino acids.
a) 17,000 g/mol

b) 10,000 g/mol

c) 22,000 g/mol

d) 222,000 g/mol

PRACTICE: What is the approximate Mr of the enzyme glycogen phosphorylase, which has 842 amino acid residues?
a) 99,520

b) 92,620

c) 207,941

d) 178,600

Glycogen Phosphorylase MW = ?

PRACTICE: Myoglobin is an oxygen-storage protein in muscle tissues. If its molecular weight is 16.7 kDa (1 Da = 1 g/mol),
about how many amino acid residues does myoglobin have?
a) 86

b) 134

c) 208

Myoglobin

d) 153
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: PEPTIDE GROUP
●Atoms around the peptide bonds exhibit special characteristics critical to the overall __________ of a protein.
□ These atoms are part of the _________ group.
●Peptide group: the _____ peptide-bond atoms & their _____ neighbors (6 atoms total).
□ Includes atoms of the C=O, the N-H, & the _____ adjacent α-carbons.
EXAMPLE: Circle all the α-carbons & draw resonance arrows for the peptide group.

PRACTICE: Which atoms are not part of the peptide group?
a) Carbonyl group atoms

b) First R-group atom

c) Amide group atoms

d) α-carbons

Conformations of the Peptide Group
●Partial __________-bond nature of the peptide bond is responsible for two things:
1) Keeping atoms of a peptide group in the same _______ by limiting peptide bond rotation.
2) Restricting the peptide group to either a ________ or ______ conformation.
□ Most peptide groups in proteins are in the ________ conformation.
□ Cis conformation is normally _____ favorable than the trans due to steric hindrance between R-groups.
EXAMPLE: Label the Peptide Group Conformations.
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: PEPTIDE GROUP
PRACTICE: Why are atoms of the peptide group planar?
a) Bulky side chains prevent the trans conformation & free rotation around a peptide bond.
b) Peptide bonds are double bonds that prevent bond rotation.
c) Hydrogen bonding between the N-H and C=O groups stabilizes cis conformation & limits bond rotation.
d) Peptide bonds contain partial double bond character, preventing free bond rotation.
PRACTICE: For each figure, highlight each bond with limited rotation & determine the conformation of each peptide group.
A)

B)

C)

Limited Flexibility of the Peptide Backbone
●Each internal amino acid residue is __________ with a peptide group.
□ Together all the peptide groups make the protein ____________.
□ Collectively, double-bond nature of all peptide bonds _______ flexibility of the backbone & peptide structure.
EXAMPLE:

R-group

Oxygen
Nitrogen
α-Carbon & R-group

Peptide
Backbone

Peptide Group

PRACTICE: In the diagram below, the square plane drawn behind the protein molecule indicates the:

a)
b)
c)
d)

Plane of the peptide group due to absence of rotation & partial double-bond nature of the Cα-N bond.
Region of steric hindrance determined by the large C = O group.
Absence of rotation around the C-N bond because of its partial double-bond character.
Region of the peptide bond that contributes to a Ramachandran plot.
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
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CONCEPT: RAMACHANDRAN PLOT
●Peptide bond rotation is limited, but bond-_________ around the Cα bonds are still possible.
□ _____ (φ): rotation angles around the Cα-N bond.
□ _____ (ψ): rotation angles around the Cα-C bond.
□ _________ (ω): rotation angle of the peptide bond.
EXAMPLE: Phi, Psi & Omega bond angles.

PRACTICE: Which of the following pairs of peptide-backbone bonds show free rotation around both bonds?
a) Cα-C and N-Cα

c) N-C and Cα-C

b) C=O and N-Cα

d) N-Cα and N-C

Ramachandran Plot
●Since peptide bond rotation (ω) is hindered by double-bond nature, φ and ψ determine the ___________ of a polypeptide.
□ φ and ψ are somewhat restricted by _______ hindrance between R-groups & the backbone carbonyl oxygens.
□ Rotation angles range from -180˚ to 0 (________-clockwise angles) & 0 to +180˚ (clockwise angles).
●Ramachandran plots: show the ______________ & non-permissible φ and ψ angles for an amino acid residue or protein.
EXAMPLE: Fill-in the blanks on the Ramachandran plot.
___-sheet

______ goes on the side.
___-helix

______

PRACTICE: A Ramachandran plot shows:
a) The likelihood that proline bond angles allow it to form hydrogen bonds.
b) The stability of the pKa of amino acids in a hydrophobic environment.
c) The values of the torsional angles and allows prediction of the protein/amino-acid conformation.
d) The probability for a protein to be soluble or insoluble in polar solutions.
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: RAMACHANDRAN PLOT
PRACTICE: Why are some regions of a Ramachandran plot shaded while others are unshaded? Circle all true answers.
a) Shaded regions correspond to the most common permissible conformations and bond angles.
b) Unshaded regions correspond to the ΔG values for each combination of phi & psi bond angles.
c) Unshaded regions correspond to restricted bond angles that are non-permissible & less common.
d) Shaded regions can be analyzed to reveal the full primary structure of a peptide.
PRACTICE: The predominate structure in α-keratin, a mammalian protein that makes up large portions of hair & nails, is
the α-helix. Mark the approximate locations on a Ramachandran plot you might expect to find φ and ψ angles for α-keratin
amino acid residues.

PRACTICE: The principal component of silk is the protein fibroin, which is a classic example of β-sheet structure. Mark the
approximate locations on a Ramachandran plot you might expect to find φ and ψ angles for silk amino acid residues.

PRACTICE: Which of the following statements is true for the portion of the peptide shown in the figure below?
a) Arrow A is pointing to the phi bond, B is pointing to the psi bond.
b) Arrow B is pointing to the phi bond, C is pointing to the psi bond.
c) Arrow C is pointing to the phi bond, A is pointing to the psi bond.
d) Arrow C is pointing to the phi bond, B is pointing to the psi bond.
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
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CONCEPT: ATYPICAL RAMACHANDRAN PLOTS
●Both __________ & __________ have unique Ramachandran plots.
Glycine Ramachandran Plot
●Gly has a ________ R-group that does _____ limit φ or ψ bond rotations (_________ steric hindrance).
EXAMPLE: Fill in the R-group of Glycine.

PRACTICE: Why does Gly have a uniquely interesting Ramachandran plot in comparison to the other α-amino acids?
a) Its small R-group restricts the φ and ψ bond rotations via noncovalent interactions.
b) Glycine’s R-group forms strong hydrogen bonds that greatly frees its bond rotations.
c) Gly’s R-group avoids steric hindrance & expands regions of energetically permissible φ and ψ bond angles.
d) b and c.
Proline Ramachandran Plot
□ Pro has a ________, cyclic R-group that greatly _________ φ and ψ bond rotations.
EXAMPLE: Fill in the R-group of Proline.

PRACTICE: The Ramachandran plot of Leu most likely resembles which of the following plots?
a)

b)

c)
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
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CONCEPT: ALPHA HELIX
●_______ (α) helix: a secondary structure where the protein __________ coils & has a periodic, spiral-like conformation.
□ Stabilized by ____________-bond formation in the backbone between distant amino acids on the same chain.
□ Backbone hydrogen bonds are nearly __________ to the axis of the alpha helix.
□ α-Helix backbone can be depicted as a ribbon or _____________.
EXAMPLE: α-Helix Depictions.
________

Cylinder

PRACTICE: Which of the following is true regarding the α-helices in the protein bacteriorhodopsin?
a) Its α-helices involve multiple polypeptide chains to stabilize the coiled structures.
b) Their spiral-like structure is stabilized primarily by backbone hydrogen bonds.
c) Its α-helices are commonly depicted as cones pointing towards the c-terminal end.
d) Along with its β-sheets, its α-helices define its tertiary level of protein structure.
e) a & b

Bacteriorhodopsin

Alpha Helix Screw Sense
●Screw sense: Right-handed (clockwise) or left-handed (_______-clockwise) twist of the alpha helix spiral.
□ Right-handed α-helix is much _______ stable and common than the left-handed helix, which is rare.
●R-groups of amino acids in an α-helix point outward, away from the helix to ___________ steric hindrance.
EXAMPLE: α-Helix Screw Sense.
________-handed

________-handed

α-helix

α-helix

___-group

PRACTICE: Which of the following statements about α-helices is false?
a) Alpha helices of the Ribonuclease A enzyme are stabilized by hydrogen bonding of the peptide backbone.
b) Hemoglobin proteins predominantly contain left-handed α-helices.
c) The R groups of amino acids residues in an α-helix extend radially outward (away from helix center).
d) α-helix hydrogen bonds of the enzyme citrate synthase are roughly parallel to the axis of the α-helix.
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CONCEPT: ALPHA HELIX PITCH AND RISE
●α-Helix ________: the length/distance per turn along α-helix axis between adjacent, corresponding points (Pitch =____ Å).
□ Pitch indicates one single _______ of the α-helix backbone which has about _______ amino acid residues.
●_________: the length/distance covered per amino acid residue along the helix axis (Rise =____ Å).
□ α-helix backbone turns _____˚ per residue.
EXAMPLE: Fill-in the blanks with the α-helix pitch & rise.
________ = 5.4 Å
360˚ = 1 turn
3.6 residues = 1 turn

Rise = _____ Å
100˚

PRACTICE: How many amino acid residues are needed for the α-helix backbone to obtain exactly one full periodic repeat?
a) 1.5

b) 3.6

c) 5.4

d) 18

Calculating Length of an α-Helix
●__________ of an α-Helix can be calculated with the total number of amino acid residues & α-Helix rise (1.5 Å).

EXAMPLE: What is the length of an α-helix containing 52 amino acids?
a) 33 Å

b) 47 Å

c) 69 Å

d) 78 Å

PRACTICE: Suppose a cell membrane is 45 Å thick & an embedded protein has 7 parallel transmembrane α-helical
segments. Calculate the minimum # of aa-residues required for all 7 α-helical segments to traverse the membrane.
a) 125 residues.

b) 39 residues.

c) 71 residues.

d) 210 residues.

PRACTICE: Hair is predominantly made of α-helix structures. Suppose hair grows at a rate of 20 cm/year. What is the
rate at which amino acid residues are synthesized to account for the indicated growth of hair?

a) 42 residues/sec

b) 21 residues/sec

c) 57 residues/sec

d) 34 residues/sec
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CONCEPT: ALPHA HELIX HYDROGEN BONDING
●α-helices are stabilized by intrachain hydrogen bonds between N-H and C=O groups in the peptide _____________.
□ R-group hydrogen bonding is ______ involved in α-helix stabilization.
●Each C=O group of a residue hydrogen bonds with the N-H group ____ residues away (residue “X” bonds with X+4).
□ Therefore, first & last four residues of an α-helix do _____ fully participate in α-helix hydrogen bonding.
EXAMPLE: α-helix H-bonding.

EXAMPLE: Which residue does the carbonyl group of the 21st residue of a 30 residue α-helix hydrogen bond to?
a) 25th residue.

b) 26th residue.

c) 32nd residue.

d) 33rd residue.

PRACTICE: The oxygen-storage protein myoglobin has 8 α-helices in its single polypeptide chain. Its 67th residue is near
the center of a 19 residue α-helix. Which residue does the amino group of myoglobin’s 67th residue hydrogen bond to?
a) 63rd residue
19 residues
in α-helix

b) 64th residue

c) 71st residue

d) 72nd residue

67th residue

α-Helix Net Dipole
●α-helices have an overall net ________ due to the direction of polar peptide bonds & intrachain hydrogen bonds.
□ Net electron density is shifted towards the ___-terminus.
□ N-terminus of the α-helix has a net ___________ charge while the C-terminus has a net ____________ charge.
EXAMPLE: α-helix Net Dipole.
_________

____________

terminus

terminus

PRACTICE: True or False: Negatively charged residues near the α-helix N-terminal are stabilizing due to its net dipole.
a) True.

b) False.
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CONCEPT: ALPHA HELIX HYDROGEN BONDING
PRACTICE: Triose phosphate isomerase (TPI) is a crucial enzyme involved in the glycolysis pathway and contains 14 αhelices. Considering the net dipole of the α-helix, which of the following would be most destabilizing to TPI’s structure?
a) An electric dipole spanning several peptide bonds throughout its α-helices.
b) The presence of Glu residues near the N-terminus of its α-helices.
c) The presence of Arg residues near the C-terminus of its α-helices.
d) The presence of Lys residues near the N-terminus of its α-helices.

PRACTICE: The hemagglutinin protein in influenza virus contains a remarkably long α-helix with 53 residues.
A) How long is the α-helix? _____________

B) How many turns does this α-helix have? _____________

C) How many hydrogen bonds are present in this α-helix? ______________

PRACTICE: Which of the following statements about α-helices is false?
a) Myoglobin & hemoglobin α-helices are right-handed α-helices.
b) Each residue of an α-helix creates a 100˚ turn of the α-helix backbone.
c) The core of an α-helix is tightly packed with backbone atoms.
d) α-helices have an overall macrodipole with a partially positive C-terminus & partially negative N-terminus.
e) Hydrogen bonds that hold the α-helix together are about parallel to the axis of the helix.
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: ALPHA HELIX DISRUPTION
●Several factors can ________ or prevent formation of the α-helix structure.
1. α-helices typically found ____________ the hydrophobic area within a membrane.
2. α-helices are __________ to destabilizing interactions between neighboring residues (ex. bulky/charged groups).
3. All α-helix residues must have the same ________________.
EXAMPLE: Disrupting α-helix structure.

PRACTICE: Why does poly-L-Glutamate adopt an α-helical structure at low pH but a random conformation above pH 5?
a) Positively charged residues destabilize α-helices.

c) Negatively charged residues destabilize α-helices.

b) At high pH, the (-) Glu repulsion destabilizes α-helices.

d) < pH 5, the (+) Glu repulsion destabilizes α-helices.

5) Gly & Pro Disrupt α-Helices
●α-helix formation requires specific φ and ψ bond ________ to stabilize the required hydrogen bonds.
□ Recall: α-helix bond angles appear in the __________ left quadrant of a Ramachandran plot.
●Both ________ & _________ amino acids destabilize α-helices.
□ Glycine’s R-group (H) is too ______ and steric hindrance cannot limit its bond angles enough to conform.
□ Pro residues lack a ___-atom for hydrogen bonding & create a ______ in the α-helix.
EXAMPLE: Gly & Pro disrupt α-helices.
_________

_________

PRACTICE: Which of the following peptides is more likely to take up an α-helical structure and why?
a) LKAENDEAARAMSEA.

b) CRAGGFPWDQPGTSN.
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: ALPHA HELIX DISRUPTION
PRACTICE: An α-helix would be destabilized most by:
a) DNA missense mutation leading to a Gly residue placed in the α-helix sequence.
b) Interactions between neighboring Asp & Arg residues.
c) A hydrophobic environment competing for hydrogen bonds.
d) DNA missense mutation leading to a Pro residue placed in the α-helix sequence.
e) A net electric dipole spanning several peptide bonds throughout the α-helix.

PRACTICE: At pH 6.8, which of the following peptides is least likely to form an α-helix?
Peptide # 1: RSEDNFGAPKSILWE

Peptide # 2: DQKASVEMAVRNSGK

a) Peptide # 1.
b) Peptide # 2.
c) Both peptides are equally likely to form an α-helix.
d) Neither peptide is likely to form an α-helix.

PRACTICE: Why does proline often “break” an alpha helix?
a) Its amino group has no free hydrogen to bond with a carbonyl because of the imino ring.
b) It is impossible for it to adopt the psi and phi angles required to form an alpha helix.
c) Its peptide bond often adopts the trans conformation, unlike other amino acids.
d) Its peptide bond flips frequently between the cis and trans conformations.
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BIOCHEMISTRY - CLUTCH
CH. 4 - PROTEIN STRUCTURE
CONCEPT: BETA STRAND
●______ (β) Strands: secondary structure where the protein __________ extends & takes a periodic zig-zag conformation.
□ The extended, periodic zig-zag structure repeats every ____ amino acid residues.
□ ______ per residue in a β-strand is about 3.5 Å.
□ ________ for a β-strand is about 7 Å.
EXAMPLE: Compare the rise/pitch/length of 5 amino acid residues in β-strand vs. α-helix conformation.
β-Strand

α-Helix
Rise = _____ Å

*Backbone more ___________.

Rise = _____ Å

*Backbone more coiled.

= R-group
= Oxygen
= Nitrogen
= Carbon
= Hydrogen
Pitch = 5.4 Å

Pitch = _____ Å

β-Strand Length (5 aa-residues) = ______ Å

α-Helix Length (5 aa-residues) = ______ Å

PRACTICE: What is the approximate length of a β-strand containing 27 amino acids?
a) 94.5 Å

b) 189 Å

c) 75.4 Å

d) 40.5 Å

β-Strand Depictions
● β-strands are commonly depicted as extended broad __________ that can twist & point toward the ___-terminal end.
□ Similar to α-helices, β-strands are stabilized by ___________-bonding of the backbone.
□ Unlike α-helices, the hydrogen bonds are _______________ to the directions of the β-strands.
EXAMPLE: Label the terminals of the beta strands.
One β-Strand

Two β-Strands
___-terminal

___-terminal

___-terminal
___-terminal

PRACTICE: Which phrase best describes the hydrogen bonds of a β-strand in silk fibroin, a protein with β-conformations?
a) They occur mainly near the amino and carboxyl termini of the β-strands.
b) They are perpendicular to the plane of the two β-strands.
c) They occur mainly between the atoms of the R groups.
d) They occur between backbone atoms of adjacent β-strands.
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CONCEPT: BETA SHEET
●β-sheets: consist of ____ or more β-strands arranged side-by-side.
□ Also known as β-___________ sheets because of their zig zag structure.
□ R-groups are _______________ to the β-sheets.
●Unlike α-helices, H-bonded β-sheets can form between separate protein chains (_______) or the same chain (________).
□ β-sheets typically only have 2 — 5 β strands but can have up to _____ or more β-strands.
EXAMPLE: Interchain vs. Intrachain β pleated sheets.
__________ β-sheet

__________ β-sheet

β-__________
sheet

PRACTICE: Which of the following is true about interchain β-sheets?
a) Only have two β-strands.
b) Backbone H-bonding between same chain β-strands.
c) Backbone H-bonding between separate chain β-strands.
d) R-group H-bonding between separate chain β-strands.
Beta Sheet Bond Angles
●β-sheet φ and ψ angles are found in the ________-left of the Ramachandran plot.
EXAMPLE:

PRACTICE: Which set of φ and ψ bond angles is best for β-sheet secondary structure?
a) + Phi (φ) angles & - Psi (ψ) angles.

c) + Phi (φ) angles & + Psi (ψ) angles.

b) - Phi (φ) angles & + Psi (ψ) angles.

d) - Phi (φ) angles & - Psi (ψ) angles.
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CONCEPT: ANTIPARALLEL & PARALLEL BETA SHEETS
●Antiparallel β sheet: β strands aligned in ___________ directions in terms of the N & C-terminal ends.
□ Rise per residue for antiparallel β sheets is ______ Å.
●Parallel β sheet: β strands aligned in the ______ direction in terms of the N & C-terminal ends.
□ Rise per residue for parallel β sheets is ______ Å.
EXAMPLE:

_________

_____-_________
___
___

___

___

PRACTICE: Silk fibroin contains predominantly β sheet conformation. Which of the following is true regarding its β sheets?
a) Its antiparallel β sheets are oriented in the same direction.

c) Its antiparallel β sheets are slightly more extended.

b) Its parallel β sheets are oriented in opposite directions.

d) Its parallel β sheets are slightly more extended.

Antiparallel vs. Parallel β-Sheet Hydrogen Bonding
●β-sheets are stabilized by hydrogen bonds between C=O and N-H groups on the ____________ of adjacent β-strands.
□ R-group hydrogen bonding is ______ involved in beta sheet stabilization.
●Each residue of both anti-parallel & parallel β-sheets forms ____ hydrogen bonds, but bonding is slightly _____________.
□ Antiparallel β-sheets have stronger, _______________ hydrogen bonds that are ________ stable.
□ Parallel β-sheets have weaker, ___________ hydrogen bonds that are ______ perfectly perpendicular.
EXAMPLE: Antiparallel vs. Parallel β-sheet H-bonds.
*Slightly ______ extended.

_____-_________

_________

Both H-bonds of a residue link
to ___ residue on other strand.

*Slightly ______ extended.

Both H-bonds of a residue link
to ___ residues on other strand.

PRACTICE: The diagram to the right illustrates:
a) The polypeptide chain of an alpha helix.
b) Two polypeptides of a β-sheet running in a parallel fashion.
c) Two polypeptides of a β-sheet running in an antiparallel fashion.
d) Two polypeptides of a coiled coil.
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CONCEPT: ANTIPARALLEL & PARALLEL BETA SHEETS
PRACTICE: The major reason that antiparallel β-sheets are more stable than parallel β-sheets is that the latter:
a) Are in a slightly less extended configuration than antiparallel strands.
b) Do not have as many disulfide crosslinks between adjacent strands.
c) Do not stack in sheets as well as antiparallel strands.
d) Have fewer lateral hydrogen bonds than antiparallel strands.
e) Have weaker hydrogen bonds laterally between adjacent strands.
PRACTICE: Which (phi, psi) pair of bond angles is closest to those of the residues shown in the figure below?
a) (-90, -90).
b) (-90, 90).
c) (90, -90).
d) (90, 90).

PRACTICE: What type of β-sheet is presented in the figure below? Draw all hydrogen bonds between appropriate groups.
a) Antiparallel β-sheet.

b) Parallel β-sheet.

PRACTICE: Draw a two-stranded antiparallel β-sheet with appropriate hydrogen bonding between the following peptides:
1) L-A-D-Y.

2) G-A-G-A.
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CONCEPT: BETA TURNS
●________ & loops: non-repetitive secondary structures causing the peptide backbone to _________ directions.
□ Usually found on the surface of proteins with ___________ residues & allow for a folded, compact shape.
●Loop: _________ links of amino acids causing changes in backbone direction _________ fixed, internal hydrogen bonds.
●β-Turns (or Reverse turns): _______ loops (≤ 4 amino acid residues) causing _______ changes in backbone direction.
□ Stabilized by fixed, internal hydrogen bonds.
EXAMPLE: Identify all loops & β-turns in the figures below.

______

_______
________

_______
20 aa

20 aa

PRACTICE: Which of the following options contains a true statement about protein turns & loops?
a) Loops & turns can interact with other proteins & the environment.
b) Loops are short links causing abrupt changes in direction & extend only from β strands.
c) Loops and turns usually contain hydrophilic residues located on the interior of proteins.
d) Loops exposed to an aqueous environment are usually composed of hydrophobic amino acids.
Type I & II β-Turns
●Two common types of β-turns: 1) Type __ β-turn

&

2) Type ___ β-turn.

●Both types produce abrupt ________ in direction, contain __ amino acid residues, & are stabilized by _________ bonding.
□ Type I β-turns: more common & usually contain a _________ amino acid residue at position #2 of the turn.
□ Type II β-turns: contain a __________ amino acid residue at position #3 of the turn.
EXAMPLE:

PRACTICE: In the peptide below, circle the individual amino acid residues indicating the most likely positions for β-turns:
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CONCEPT: BETA TURNS
PRACTICE: Which of the following statements is true regarding β-turns?
a) Only Type I β-turns are stabilized by hydrogen bonds, not Type II β-turns.
b) Type II β-turns have a Pro residue at position #2 of the turn.
c) Type I β-turns have a Gly residue at position #4 of the turn.
d) Type II β-turns have a Gly residue at position #3 of the turn.
Beta Turn Bond Angles
●Bond angles for loops & turns are found in __________ regions of a Ramachandran plot.
□ Type II β-turns: some φ and ψ angles lie ___________ expected permissible angles.
●___________ can adopt a wide range of φ and ψ angles because of its small R-group that avoids steric hindrance.
□ Glycine is often a residue found in type ___ β-turns.
EXAMPLE:

Glycine

PRACTICE: If the phi & psi angles of loop regions are plotted, where do they tend to fall on the Ramachandran plot below?
a) The area labeled in green.
b) The area labeled in blue.
c) The area labeled in grey.
d) All the above.

PRACTICE: Which of the following statements is correct?
a) Loops and turns are usually found tucked away on the interior of folded proteins.
b) An α-helix peptide backbone located in the interior of a protein will H-bond to R-groups of other residues.
c) In extended fibrous proteins that are elongated, we would expect to find numerous β-turns & loops.
d) Tightly compact spherical/globular proteins tend to have more β-turns than elongated fibrous proteins.
e) A membrane-embedded α-helix is likely rich in Asp residues.
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CONCEPT: TERTIARY STRUCTURE OF PROTEIN
●Tertiary protein structure: the folded, overall 3D-__________ of a protein.
□ Unlike secondary structure, tertiary structure is stabilized by ___-group interactions, ____ backbone interactions.
□ Amino acid R-groups that are _____ apart in sequence can still interact due to folding.
______

___-strand
___-turn

___-helix

PRACTICE: Which of the following is true regarding the tertiary structure of G3P dehydrogenase?
a) Its tertiary structure involves its entire 2D-structure.

G3P Dehydrogenase

b) Its tertiary structure is primarily stabilized by peptide backbone interactions.
c) Its R-group interactions stabilize its tertiary structure.
d) Only R-groups that are nearby in its primary sequence can interact.
Tertiary Structure R-Group Interactions
●Most R-group interactions stabilizing tertiary structure are ________________ interactions:
1. _________ bonding (salt bridges).

2. _______________ effect.

3. _______________ bonding.

4. ____ ____ ______ interactions.

●Two Cysteines can react/link to form a ___________ residue containing a ___________ bridge.
5. Disulfide bridges: type of _____________ R-group interaction that could stabilize 3D-structure.
EXAMPLE:
Peptide __________

1. ________ Bonding
(salt bridge)

3. __________
Bonding

5. Disulfide
bridge
5. Disulfide bridge

2. Hydrophobic
______

C-terminal

N-terminal

PRACTICE: True or False: At pH 2, Gln & Met R-groups can form a salt bridge to stabilize tertiary structure.
a) True.

b) False.
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CONCEPT: TERTIARY STRUCTURE OF PROTEIN
PRACTICE: Which statement regarding the tertiary structure of Ribonuclease A interactions is true?

RNase A

a) Its tertiary structure can only be stabilized by noncovalent bonds/interactions.
b) Each of its amino acid R groups has the capability to be involved in tertiary structure stabilization.
c) Its nonpolar amino acids do not stabilize tertiary structure.
d) Its disulfide bridges are a type of noncovalent interaction.
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CONCEPT: PROTEIN MOTIFS AND DOMAINS
●Tertiary protein structure includes the distribution of α-helices, β strands & turns/loops to make ________ & ___________.

Protein Motifs
●Motifs (or supersecondary structures): specific patterns & _______________ of α-helices, β strands, & turns/loops.
□ Have different functions in proteins including providing _________ & creating _________ sites.
●Several ____________ of known motifs exist but some examples include:
1. Helix-loop-helix

2. Coiled coil

EXAMPLE: Motifs.
1. _______-______-_______

3. βαβ
2. _________ ______

4. Hairpin
3. ______

4. ________

PRACTICE: Which of the following colored regions in the images below is not an example of a supersecondary structure?
a) Greek key.

b) β-meander.

c) βαβ unit.

d) Type I β-turn

e) Helix-loop-helix

Protein Domains
●_________: combinations of motifs that independently fold from the rest of the protein & could have discrete functions.
□ Domains are an extension to a peptide’s __________ & are not to be confused with subunits.
●Proteins are often ___________ according to the structures & functional characteristics of their domains.
EXAMPLE: Circle the 3 most obvious domains in the figure.

PRACTICE: Which of the following statements concerning a Cas9 endonuclease’s protein domains is true?
a) They are a form of its secondary structure.
c) All its domains consist of separate polypeptide subunits.
b) They have only been found in eukaryotic proteins.
d) They retain their shape when separated from the protein.
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CONCEPT: PROTEIN MOTIFS AND DOMAINS
PRACTICE: Which of the following is true concerning the motifs and domains of proteins?
a) Many domains make up a motif.
b) Every polypeptide chain is limited to one domain.
c) Separate proteins with similar domains are likely to have a similar function.
d) All domains of a protein have the same function.
PRACTICE: Appropriately label the domains of the membrane embedded protein in the figure below.
a) Transmembrane domain.
b) Cytoplasmic domain.
c) Extracellular domain.

PRACTICE: The structure of an immunoglobulin G (antibody) molecule is shown schematically below. The black solid lines
depict individual polypeptides and so there are four polypeptides in the quaternary structure of this molecule. Each of the
spheres represents a stretch of about 100 amino acids folded independently of the rest of the polypeptide and performs a
specific function in the molecule. Therefore, each sphere was given its own individual name (VH, CH1, CH2, etc.). Without
knowing any additional details, you can predict that there must be TWELVE ___________________ in this molecule.
a)
b)
c)
d)

α-helices.
Domains.
Subunits.
Motifs.

PRACTICE: What is the main difference between an endonuclease’s domains and its subunits?
a) Its domains are composed mostly of the α-helix, while subunits contain both α-helices and β-sheets.
b) Its subunits are separate polypeptide chains, while its domains constitute a part of a polypeptide chain.
c) Its domains do not have secondary structure, whereas its subunits have do.
d) Its domains are stabilized by hydrogen bonds, while its subunits are stabilized by disulfide bonds.
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CONCEPT: DENATURATION
●_______________: process of disrupting a protein’s secondary/tertiary structure enough to cause loss of protein function.
□ ____________ structure is not affected by denaturation.
□ Results from radiation, changes in temperature or ____, and addition of reagents affecting structure.
□ _______________: reverse process of regaining a protein’s original structure & function.
EXAMPLE:

___naturation

___naturation

PRACTICE: Which of the following is likely not affected if the pH of a protein solution is suddenly altered to 12?
a) Amino acid composition.

b) α-helices.

c) Motifs.

d) R-group interactions.

e) β-sheets

Urea & β-Mercaptoethanol Denature Proteins
●Urea is a __________ agent that only disrupts the _________________ interactions of a protein.
□ Chaotropic agent: molecule that ________ the H-bonding network of H2O, leading to altered protein stability.
●β-mercaptoethanol (β-ME) ___________ disulfide bonds via a redox reaction.
EXAMPLE: Effects of Urea & β-ME on Protein Structure.

PRACTICE: Which of the following is least likely to result in protein denaturation?
a) Changing pH.

c) Disruption of weak interactions by boiling the protein solution.

b) Changing the [salt].

d) Exposure to chaotropic agents & detergents (such as urea & SDS).
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CONCEPT: ANFINSEN EXPERIMENT
●In the 1950’s, Christian Anfinsen performed experiments that demonstrated _____ major principles:
1) __________ structure determines tertiary structure.
2) A protein ______________ folds into its native conformation, which is its most ________ state.
●Used urea & β-ME to affect the protein structure of ________________ A (RNase A).
□ ___________/removal of both urea & β-ME respectively __________/renatures RNase A.
□ Subsequent removal β-ME (urea still present) results in a scrambled protein with __________ disulfide bonds.
EXAMPLE: The Anfinsen Ribonuclease A Experiment.

PRACTICE: Which of the following conclusions could Anfinsen draw from his RNase A experiment?
a) Disulfide bridges are unnecessary for the function of RNase A.
b) Kinetics is the main barrier to a protein adopting its native fold.
c) Proteins spontaneously adopt their native fold, which specifies location of disulfide bridges.
d) RNase activity cannot be destroyed by urea alone at any concentration.
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CONCEPT: ANFINSEN EXPERIMENT
PRACTICE: What is likely to happen to Ribonuclease A if it is treated with both urea & β-mercaptoethanol?
a) RNase A will denature and oxidize its disulfides to generate sulfhydryl groups.
b) RNase A renatures but disulfide bonds are formed randomly between Cys residues.
c) RNase A will denature and reduce its disulfides to generate sulfhydryl groups.
d) RNase A will denature and oxidize its sulfhydryl groups to generate disulfides.

PRACTICE: Which of the following occurred when RNase A properly refolded from a denatured state?
a) The primary structure of the protein was rearranged.
b) Most of the charged, hydrophilic residues were found buried in the core of the protein.
c) The entropy of the protein structure itself was significantly increased.
d) None of the above.

PRACTICE: Which statement best supports the theory that primary protein structure dictates folding into its native state?
a) RNase A loses all enzymatic activity upon denaturing in 8M urea.
b) RNase A regains enzymatic activity upon removing urea & β-ME.
c) Purified RNase A has 100% enzymatic activity in vitro.
d) A reducing agent such as β-ME destroys disulfide bonds & eliminates RNase A enzymatic activity.
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CONCEPT: PROTEIN FOLDING
●Protein folding has many different contributing factors but relies heavily on ________________ interactions.
□ Recall: final protein conformation ultimately depends on its ______________ level of structure.
□ Generally, folding leads to __________ amino acids on the interior & ________ amino acids on the perimeter.
EXAMPLE: Protein folding.
Peptide __________

_______________
Amino acid residue

Hydrophilic
Amino acid residue

PRACTICE: Which of the following is the greatest contributor to spontaneous protein folding?
a) Decreased chain conformational entropy.
c) Decreased entropy of the solvent due to folding.
b) Increased chain conformational entropy.
d) Increased entropy of the solvent due to folding.
Levinthal’s Paradox
●Cyrus Levinthal: disproved belief that protein folding is a random, “trial & error” process testing all possible conformations.
●Realized that would take too long: protein folding is fast, _____-random & must have predictable folding __________.
□ Cooperative, step-wise interactions between amino acids _______ up protein folding (folding short-cuts).
EXAMPLE:

PRACTICE:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Which of the following statements most accurately summarizes Levinthal’s paradox?
A protein would essentially never find its native fold by sampling all possible conformations.
There are trillions of possible protein conformations, yet they strictly only adopt one.
With our current understanding of the laws of physics, we cannot explain protein folding.
Protein folding in nature occurs at a time scale many orders of magnitude longer than the age of the universe.
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PRACTICE: Draw each amino acid & determine which is most likely found in the blue regions of the folded protein below?
a) Asp.

b) Glu.

c) Ile.

d) Gln.

PRACTICE: Which of the following occurs when myoglobin folds into its native conformation?

Myoglobin

a) Myoglobin adopts its lowest energy state form.
b) Most of the nonpolar, hydrophobic amino acid residues are found buried in myoglobin’s core.
c) Most polar, charged, hydrophilic residues are found on the outside of myoglobin.
d) b and c.
e) All the above.

PRACTICE: In general, which option contains the major cooperative interactions driving spontaneous protein folding?
a) Hydrophobic interactions in the protein core & formation of hydrogen bonds in secondary structures.
b) Formation of salt bridges & disulfide bonds between R-groups that stabilize key interactions.
c) Reduced chain conformational entropy.
d) Restricting surrounding solvent molecules to have less rotational/conformational possibilities.
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CONCEPT: CHAPERONE PROTEINS
●Some small proteins quickly fold without any intervention, but ______ proteins fold slow & are more likely to need help.
□ Misfolded & unfolded proteins can result in protein ___________ (clump of non-functional proteins).
□ Many diseases such as Alzheimer’s & Parkinson’s result from misfolded proteins called ________.
1) ______________: proteins that bind to other unfolded proteins & use ATP to increase their rate of correct folding.
□ Example: Heat-shock chaperones facilitate proper folding of proteins denatured due to _________.
2) ______________: class of chaperone that use ATP & assists in protein folding by creating a “cage” around the protein.
EXAMPLE: Molecular chaperones & chaperonins.
1) Chaperones

2) Chaperonins

___________ Protein

Protein
Aggregates
(______)

Misfolding
Aggregation

Folding
(slow)

_________
Protein

Chaperone
Refolding

Degradation

*Chaperonins isolate unfolded
protein in a “_______” to help it fold.

ATP

Protein
Fragments

Native Protein

ATP

Chaperone

PRACTICE: Heat shock protein 70 (HSP70), a chaperone protein found in many organisms, is one of the most highly
conserved proteins in all of biology. Which of the following statements about HSP70 is true?

HSP70

a) HSP70 operates by forming a large cage around the unfolded polypeptide to increase its solubility.
b) HSP70 facilitates proper protein folding without the use of energy.
c) Cellular expression of HSP70 concentration significantly increases in high temperature environments.
d) Expression of HSP70 concentration decreases or stays constant in high temperature environments.
PRACTICE: Which statement best describes how chaperones perform their function?
a) They prevent intermolecular hydrophobic interactions to facilitate proper protein folding.
b) They prevent the premature aggregation of secondary structures, allowing the hydrophobic core to form.
c) Chaperones are proteases that digest and disrupt protein aggregates when they form.
d) They hydrolyze ATP to physically manipulate proteins into their appropriate shape.
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PRACTICE: Which statement most accurately characterizes the effect of high temperatures (>50˚C) on protein folding?
a) High temperatures increase the rate of protein folding so proteins adopt their native fold faster.
b) There is little to no effect of high temperature on protein folding.
c) At high temperatures, proteins are denatured but will re-fold into their native state upon cooling.
d) At high temperatures, proteins are denatured and at risk of forming intermolecular aggregates.
PRACTICE: Which of the following statements is false concerning Heat shock protein 60 (HSP60), a chaperonin protein?
a) HSP60 is required for some proteins to make their proper protein folding process spontaneous.

HSP60

b) Like HSP70, HSP60 facilitates proper protein folding through binding & hydrolysis of ATP.
c) Cellular expression of HSP60 concentration increases in high temperature environments.
d) HSP60 operates by forming a large cage that the unfolded polypeptide enters to assume its native fold.
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CONCEPT: QUATERNARY STRUCTURE
●Quaternary protein structure: single protein-complex consisting of ______________ polypeptide chains.
□ ________: any polypeptide chain that assembles with other polypeptide chains to form quaternary structure.
□ Subunits can be identical (“______”) or different (“________”).
●Dimers, trimers, & tetramers consist of ____, ____, & ____ subunits, respectively.
EXAMPLE: Quaternary structure.
________

_____-dimer

________

________

_____-dimer

PRACTICE: Hemoglobin, a four-subunit protein, contains only two different types of subunits and is therefore a:
a) Dimer.

b) Heterodimer.

c) Homotetramer.

d) Heterotetramer.

Hemoglobin

Quaternary Structure Interactions
●Subunits mainly interact with each other via ______________ interactions (ex. hydrophobic effect).
□ Disulfide bridges can _____________ link subunits, but ___________ of subunits are not covalently linked.
□ Conformational changes in one subunit can _________ the other subunits.
EXAMPLE:
Hemoglobin

Insulin

-____ subunits.

-____ subunits.

-____ disulfide bonds.

-____ disulfide bonds.

PRACTICE: Which of the following statements about protein structure is correct?
a) The α-helix is stabilized primarily by ionic interactions between amino acid R groups.
b) Disulfide bond formation can only form between adjacent cysteine residues in a sequence.
c) The stability of quaternary structure in all proteins is primarily due to covalent bonds between subunits.
d) The denaturation of a protein always leads to irreversible loss of secondary & tertiary structure.
e) Quaternary subunits complex primarily through hydrophobic interactions between chains.
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PRACTICE: Which of the following correctly orders the protein structural terms from lowest to highest complexity?
a) Primary structure < 2 subunits < motif < domain < secondary structure < tetramer < Tertiary structure.
b) Primary structure < Secondary structure < domain < motif < Tertiary structure < 2 subunits < tetramer.
c) Primary structure < Secondary structure < motif < 2 subunits < Tertiary structure < domain < tetramer.
d) Primary structure < Secondary structure < motif < domain < Tertiary structure < 2 subunits < tetramer.
e) Primary structure < motif < secondary structure < domain < 2 subunits < Tertiary structure < tetramer.

PRACTICE: Match each level of protein structure to the appropriate real-world description.
_____ Primary Structure.

_____ Secondary structure.

_____ Tertiary structure.

_____ Quaternary structure.

a) Myoglobin folds so that most its hydrophobic residues are interior & its hydrophilic ones are exterior.
b) The preproinsulin polypeptide is 110 amino acids long.
c) Malate dehydrogenase, a citric acid cycle enzyme, is a homooctamer composed of 8 identical subunits.
d) Proteins that use NADH as a cofactor contain an NADH-binding site comprised of anti-parallel β-sheets.
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CONCEPT: SIMPLE VS. CONJUGATED PROTEINS
●___________ proteins: only contain amino acid residues (but no other chemical components).
●______________ proteins: contain amino acid residues & other permanently associated chemical components.
□ Prosthetic group: _________ bound _____-amino acid parts of a conjugated protein.
EXAMPLE: Simple vs. conjugated proteins.
Chymotrypsin

__________
group

_________ protein

Hemoglobin

PRACTICE: Which of the following images shows a conjugated protein?
a) Trypsin.

b) Insulin.

c) α-keratin.

d) Myoglobin.

Classes of Conjugated Proteins
●_____ main classes of conjugated proteins that differ by their prosthetic groups.
EXAMPLE:

PRACTICE: Which of the following classes of conjugated proteins does the following protein fall into?
a) Hemoprotein.

b) Flavoprotein.

c) Simple protein.

d) Metalloprotein.

Ca2+
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CONCEPT: FIBROUS AND GLOBULAR PROTEINS
●__________ proteins: relatively insoluble proteins arranged in simple, ________, linear strands or sheets.
□ Usually only contain ______ type of secondary structure & have a __________ tertiary structure.
□ Function mostly as _____________ proteins providing support, shape & external protection.
EXAMPLE: Fibrous structure of α-keratin, collagen & silk fibroin.
___________

___________

______ ________

PRACTICE: Why is collagen insoluble?
a) The polar side chains of its residues highly interact with water.
b) Its hydrophobic residues exposed on its surface do not fold away into a core in its linear structure.
c) Its long, linear structure increases its surface area, minimizing residue contact with water.
d) The lack of multiple secondary structures indirectly correlates with its lack of hydrophobic residues.
Globular Proteins
●Globular proteins: soluble proteins that fold into a compact spherical or ____________ shape.
□ Often contain _________ tertiary structures with _______ types of secondary structure (ex. α-helices & β sheets).
□ Function mostly as ___________ & regulatory proteins.
EXAMPLE: Globular protein structure.

PRACTICE: Which of the following statements concerning protein structure is true?
a) All globular proteins, including myoglobin and its 8 α-helices, have quaternary structure.
b) Disulfide bond formation in fibrous proteins is incredibly rare due to the lack of a compact fold.
c) Enzyme structures tend to have significantly more beta turns than silk fibroin or α-keratin.
d) Hemoglobin is more soluble than collagen as a result of having a lower variety of motifs.
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